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parlante
It means he talks a lot, he talks, he broadcasts voices, he chats.  Talking chatter, blissman.  Sound implement that is
also called speaker or sound amplifier.  Nickname of a former Colombian cyclist named Hernando Agudelo.  This
nickname was inherited by his brother Gonzalo, who is now a mechanical and technical assistant to several cycling
teams in Colombia. 

parle
Mean talk, say something, decide. The verb parlar which means talk. It is widely used in Colombia to designate who is
given the opportunity to talk to someone even if you have no reason in any way. It is synonymous with garlar. Taken
from talking, which speaks of how messy and inconsistent. Talk ( garle or parle ) as a parrot or a magpie. In a word in
the French language which means talk.

parlería
Who speaks, talks or talks abundantly.  Verbosity, verbiage, abundance of words in the speech. 

parlotee
It is an inflection of chattering.  Mean parlar, talk, talk for a long time.  Speak without rest.

parmesano
It means that it is originally from Parma, in Italy.  Related to Parma .  Type of cheese produced in that region. 

parner
It is the name of a Paraguayan musical trio of Hip Hop, Pop and Romantic Reggeaton.  It is composed of Miguel
Ferreira , Daniel ( Danilo ) Zárate and Marcelo ( Pana ) Gavilán .  They perform a varied range of musical rhythms.

paro
It can mean cessation or strike.  Stopping work activity .  In Colombia unemployment also means cheating, pretending. 
Inflection of stopping which means to cease, to interrupt, to stop.

parodia
It means that it is imitated, imitation.  It is a literary genre.  It is a work of art that is interpreted humorously or satirically,
based on another work to which emulation or an ironic allusion is made.  Song in which the melody is preserved but the
lyrics are changed in a humorous or satirical way. 

parodias
It is the plural of parody.  It is a satitrica or a humorous representation of a work, an author, an artist, song or a song, by
allision with irony, imitation or emulation.  Quaint and humorous performance of a play.  Satire, mockery, caricature,
shadowing, farce, burlesque, imitation, simulation, simulation.

parolo
Surname of an Italian footballer who plays for Lazio.  Its full name is Marco Parolo .  He has played in the Italian national
team 36 matches.  In Colombia, erect, with erection. 



parota
In Central America and Mexico it is the name of a tree.  It is another way to call a tree of scientific name Enterolobium
cyclocarpum, which is commonly known as rabbit, pinion, ear sprocket, caracaro.  In Central America it is called
guanacaste, corotú.  It belongs to the fabaceae family. 

paroxismo
It is an exaggerated degree of exaltation, it can also be a violent access to an illness, such as a choking cough or a
seizure.  It means exaltation, frenzy, exasperation, despair.

paroxismos
High degree of exaltation, hilarity and effervescence. Sharp and accurate attack of a disease or a feeling.

parpados
The correct term is eyelids, with tilde.  Plural of eyelid.  It is the name of the movable membrane that covers and protects
the eye.

parpaiola
Ancient Italian currency that was used in Piedmont and Lombardy.  It was used in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
Name of a song in Italian, performed by the Coro delle Mondine di Bentivoglio. 

parquedad
It means quality or condition of parco .  Frugality, sobriety, moderation.  Dustiness, seriousness. 

parquero
In Colombia is a person who goes well, remains or selling candy or ice cream in a park.  It can also be a parking valet.

parqués
It is a type of table jeugo that is played with four tiles per team (which carry different colors).  It can be played with four,
six or eight teams.  It is advanced according to the throw of a pair of dice.  It consists of giving the complete circuit with
each team token and wins who finishes first.  You can play with different rules according to what is agreed with the
players: blowing, killing or sending to jail who is reached with another token, etc. 

parquizano
Soldier belonging to the Italian resistance in World War II.  They were those who captured Benito Mussolini in Milan and
was executed.

parra
It is another way of referring to the plant the vine or grape (Vitis vinifera) or also the Bryonia dioica plant, known as new
or turnip of the devil of the Cucurbitaceae family.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  La Parra is the name of a
municipality in Badajoz, Spain.

parral
It is a cultivated land of vines or vines.  Vineyard, vineyard, wine, vine.  It can also be a large clay pot. 



parrala
Argentina is a game of girls, tokens, which can be even pebbles and a pelotica.  It is played with one hand and small on
a flat space.  It also receives other names like payana.  tinenti, knucklebones or yas.

parranda
It is a word used colloquially in Colombia, which means party, foforro, festejo, pachanga, rumba, dance.  Synonyms for
revelry . 

parrandear
In Colombia go partying or partying.  Live joyful, content.  Party .  Living in partying or partying.  In Antioquia, sing
happily. 

parrandero
Person who is very cheerful.  He likes and enjoys the parranda.  Party, pachanguero, cheerful.

parrandon
The correct term is brown with tilde.  It means prolonged party, browning or snantling very long.  Party.  It is clarified that
parranda is more general, it is used more for vallenato rhythm and squealing when it is plain music.  Bustle, revelry,
algarabía. 

parraque
It's a sudden, low-gravity malaise.  Dizziness, soponcio, yeyo.

parricida y matricida
It is parricide who murders his father and murders the mother.

parrillera
Kind of stove used for roasts.  Metallic support of a grill.  Person dedicated to roast meat on a grill.  Lady who travels as
a passenger on a motorcycle.  Factory racks.

parrillero, parrillera
Relating to the grill.  Who rides or travels on the grill.  A person travelling as a passenger on a motorcycle.  Companion
of the driver of a motorcycle. 

parrilleta
Diminutive and derogatory grill .  small grill.  Small-scale grill.  Portable grill.

parrín
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant also known as abarraz, albarraz or matapiojos.  Its scientific name is
Delphinium staphisagria and it belongs to the Family Ranunculaceae.  Diminutive of vine (vine).  Small wild grape. 

parroquiano
It means it belongs to a parish.  In Colombia it is used as synonymous with individual, ordinary person.  It can also mean
faithful, parishioner, person who attends the religious rites of a parish. 



parrrandon
The correct term is parrandón, with tilde.  Rising of parranda.  Tremendous party, big or prolonged party.  Party.

parrulo
It is the name of a futsal team of El Ferrol, in Spain.  The Galician language means duck, anade.  It is also one of the
common names of a duck class.

parsimonía
The correct term is parsimony (no accent).  It is the activities must be carried out very slowly, slowly.  It means
tranquility, calm, slow, phlegm, sluggishness, noises, frugality.

partenogénesis
Form of reproduction without fertilized eggs, only arises for segmentation or partition of the ovum without fertilizing. 
Occurs in worms, crustaceans, insects, reptiles, Batrachians, and fishes ( tropical fish and shark hammer ).

parthenope
Name of a mermaid in Greek mythology and also the name of an ancient city in Italy, which was Greek settlement.  It
gave rise to what is now Naples.  Name of an Opera by Georg Friedrich Handel . 

partida
It can mean broken, fractionated.  It also means departure, departure, march, withdrawal, farewell, death, death. 
Another meaning is registration, annotation, document, entry, certification, death.  It can also be used to indicate game,
competition, confrontation, match showdown.  It can mean amount of money or amount of elements, gang, gang,
faction.  Portion. 

partidazo
It is an augmentative of party.  It means very important or very intense match.  Classic, derby.

partido
It can mean sporting encounter, political movement or kind of territorial division.  It is also a starting inflection that can
mean leaving, going out, traveling or also dividing, sectioning.  break.  Another meaning is profit, profit. 

partihuana
Partihuana or better even parihuana, is a popular way to call an Andean flamingo or pink flamingo.  It is also known as
pariguana, parina, paruela, cocoon, jututu or chururu.  Its scientific name is Phoenicoparrus andinus and belongs to the
family Phoenicopteridae.

partirá
It is a turning point of splitting.  It means cutting, split, Cleave, split, break.  You can also mean leave, leave, leave,
leave, defeat, beat, boot.

partirse el lomo
Split the lomo means working with much effort, to exhaustion. Do more than what the body resists.



partner
Word of the Spanish language, but language is not English. It is the singular of partners. In addition to partner or
companion, it also means a couple.

partners
Word of the Spanish language, but language is not English. It is the plural of partner. In addition to partners or
colleagues, it also means couples.

parto
It means childbirth, birth, giving birth, giving birth.  The time when a mother gives birth to her baby.  It may also refer to
someone from Parthia, a region of Asia Minor. 

parto gemelar
Childbirth in which there are two infants.  Double delivery.

parto múltiple
It is the kind of births where there are several infants.  Not only can be referred to deliveries of humans but of any
species of mammal.  It is a rating given to deliveries of several offspring, in species expected only one.  Normal delivery
in several breeding species.

partorcillo
Pastor's diminutive.  Very young shepherd.  Child who cares for sheep. 

parturientas
Plural of parturient, It means women who have just given birth, women who have recently given birth to a baby. 

paru paru
Paru Paru is the name of a community close to 40 Cuzco; 41 Peru; It's which is higher in Pisac.Paru in quechua means
very toasted by the Sun, retostado. P '' aru in quechua is soft Earth ready to make seedlings.

paruela
It is another way of calling the pariguana, also called parina, parihuana, tococo, jututu or chururu, it is the same Andean
flamingo or pink flamingo.  It is the name of a South American wading bird.  Its scientific name is Phoenicoparrus
andinus and belongs to the family Phoenicopteridae. 

paruma
paruma is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Paruma; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Paruma is
the name of a stratovolcano located on the border of Chile and Bolivia. In quechua means dry, arid land.

paruresis
In medicine, it is the name given to a wide range of urination disorders. 

parusia
The correct term is parish, tilde.  It is a word of Greek origin that means advent, sold, arrival.  It's coming, it's coming.  In



Latin it is said adventus . 

parusía
It is a word of Greek origin that means advent, sold, arrival.  It's coming, it's coming.  In Latin it is deice adventus . 

parva
In Colombia and especially in Antioquia and the coffee region, mean bread (of any kind, including the collations).

parvedad
It can mean little girl, girl, smallness, smallness.  It has quality or quality of parvo.  Which is small. 

parvo
It is the name of a virus that affects small dogs and causes parvovirosis.  Name of a virus in the Parvoviridae family. 
The word as such means small, tiny, short, nimio or puppy. 

pasabordo
Detachable from a ticket that allows you to enter an airplane to travel.  Document that allows a passenger to enter the
plane. 

pasacaminos
In Colombia it is a species of snake (snake or non-venomous ofdium).  This name is given in central Colombia.  We also
call it toche or jacket.  It is also called tiger snake or flying.  Its scientific name is Spilotes pullatus and belongs to the
Colubridae family.  Eat small animals like mice, lizards and even other small snakes.

pasadera
It can be placed on a pool table or a stream small or a type of rope used in navigation.  In Colombia is also a way of
referring the continuous passage of people.  Inflection of pass (crossing, traverse).  Continuous flow.

pasado
In Colombia it means person who overreaches in every way.  Abusive, exaggerated, exceeded, trasfuga, traitor.  It can
also mean stale, fermented, rotten, over-fat, sned, spoiled, deciduous.  In time it refers to an ancient time, moment
before the present, history .  Tradition, antecedent, antiquity.

pasado de copas
In Colombia "last night", means drunk, drunk, drunk, drunk, Myhotcomments, pigheadedness, pro-European.

pasado de kilos
You mean obese, overweight, of morbid weight.  Fat, robust.

pasado mañana
It means in 2 days, within 48 hours.  Day that will elaps after tomorrow. 

pasador



In Colombia is a metal bar which is registered as sobreseguro at the doors, apart from the plate.  Latch.  It is also a
jewel or ornament for the hair.  buckle.  In sports is the player who is typically make good passes, usually the best
companion best located and with maximum potential score (applies to football, basketball, volleyball, etc).

pasador pasadora
It means he does good assists or passes.  It is also a mechanical element that is used to secure something.  Lock, latch,
insurance.  It can also mean strainer, fork, brooch or pin. 

pasajero
It means that it lasts little time.  In Colombia it means perishable, momentary, short-lived, brief, fleeting, transient.  It is
also a form of call to a user in any kind of public transportation (bus, taxi, subway, plane, boat, etc.).  Traveller, hiker,
Walker, tourist, transient.  Also says passenger to a user of a hotel.

pasajes
Plural of passage, In Colombia can mean transport tickets, tickets, tickets.  It can also be a path, walk or path.  In some
parts of Colombia a passage is also an elongated establishment (like a wide hall) where all kinds of junk are sold. 
Passage, corridor, alley, alley, tunnel.  It is also used as synonymous with events, episodes, chunks, fragments,
moments (refers to several isolated time periods). 

pasando
It is an inflection of pass.  It can mean many things: occur, happen, happen, cross, crossing, walking, travel, access,
enter, driving, carry, approve.

pasapalos
In Colombia and Venezuela it is a way to call the passers-by, in the mid-oats, chopped or snacks.  They are small
pieces of food that are served at the table to eat as a meeting, party or chattuenation progresses.

pasar el rubicón
It means daring, daring, over-limiting, taking a chance.  Take on the consequences of boldness. 

pasar factura
Means charge, get even, get revenge, compensation, retaliation, repair, compensation, severity, rigor, requirement.

pasar la gorra
It is the action after a spontaneous artistic performance in public of any nature, by means of which the artist hopes to be
monetarily compensated for his presentation.  To do this, use a collaborator or himself becomes a cap or hat collection
box way.  The gifts are voluntary and varied.  Ask for donations.

pasar la noche en blanco
Suffering from imsomnio, not being able to sleep.  In Colombia we also say to spend the night awake. 

pasar la noche en vela
It means suffering from insomnia, not being able to sleep.  In Colombia it is also used in the same sense "spend the
night in white". 



pasar por alto
In Colombia it is an expression that means ignoring, ignoring, disdaining, omitting .

pasarse
In Colombia it means transferring, Mans is, exceed the limits established for something.  Exceed, overreach, Mans is,
exaggerate, forget, ignore, damaged, damage, rot, ferment, sobremadurarse, wither, ajar is dry.

pasarse de la raya
In Colombia, it means overreach, lack respect for others. Disrespect, offense extremely. Exceed, is overzealous.

pasas
Grapes or dried prunes.  Raisins are fruits that are dehydrated to preserve them better and longer.

pasatapuyos
They are an indigenous Colombian people.  It is also called Piratapuyo, which means "The Fish Men", Piratapuya,
Parata Puya, Uaikama, Wai Kana, Waikhana, Urubu-Tapuy.  They live in the Departments of Caquetá, Meta, Guainía
and Guaviare, specifically in the municipalities of San Vicente del Caguán, La Macarena, Inírida and San José del
Guaviare.  I guard the deer.  They are considered distros in swimming. 

pasábanse
It is an inflection of spending.  It means exceeding overreach, overstate, damaged, rot, ajar is, wilt, forget. It is an
inflection of pass, which means skip, convey, filter, sifting, admit, accept.

pasárselo a lo grande
It means to enjoy to the fullest. Have fun you best.

pascalina
Concerning Pascal .  Relative to Blaise Pascal, the French mathematician and philosopher.  Name of the first calculating
machine invented by Blaise Pascal.  It worked on sprockets and gears.  It was also initially called an arithmetic machine
and pascaline wheel. 

pascana
In southern Colombia means rest stop during a trip.  Rest, stop, whereabouts of boaters or travelers.  It also refers to the
inn where you stay overnight.  Stage, day.  It is the name of a locality of the Comas District, in the Province of Lima in
Peru.  Name of several tourist stop sites in Peru. 

pascua
Name of a Pacific island belonging to Chile (rapa Nui).  Name of a Region Chile that belongs to the Province of
Valparaiso (insular).  Name of a Chilean river in the Aysén Region.  Commune of the same Region .  Name of the main
holiday of Christianity and which is also called Easter, ? Easter Florida , ? Easter Sunday , ?? or Easter Sunday? .  It is
celebrated on the first Sunday, after Good Friday (3 days after Jesus cruxifiction Friday).  Name of a Jewish holiday also
known as Passover or Passover, a Jewish holiday that commemorates the departure of the Hebrew people from Egypt. 
Name of several minor festivities of Christian origin. 

pascualcobo



It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Ávila, which belongs to the autonomous community of
Castile-Leon.  Pascualcobo Antonio de Padua and on 3 February in honor celebrate holidays on June 13 in honor to
San to San Blas.

pascuense
It may refer to the language, which is spoken on Easter Island, which belongs to Chile.  It is also called Rapanui
language.  Natural of Easter Island, relative to Easter Island (Chile).  Rapa nui . 

pase-gol
It is an effective assistance in football.  ending in goal.  Characteristic of a good pin in football.

pasear
Walking or traveling to distract yourself.  Move from a place on foot, by semoviente or by vehicle in order to distract
yourself and enjoy the countryside and the outdoors. 

paseo
It is one of the musical rhythms which has the vallenato in Colombia.  Walk is a fun journey made by a group of people,
usually to a spa.  The name of several films of the Colombian cinema.  Football: game in which one of the contenders
overwhelms the other without compassion and win by a landslide (dance, win).

pases
It means combinations, assists, deliveries.  It can also mean entrance tickets or tickets.  In Colombia, driver's licenses. 
Inflection of passing, which means to occur, happen, traverse, transit, enter, carry, send, surpass, conclude, shut up,
approve. 

pashmina
It is an accessory to cover the hair and dress warmly, made of cashmere.  It is the same as shal, shawl or wrap of
colors.  large scarf, woven in cashmere.  Accessory that women use to cover the hair.  woven with cashmere wool.

pasiflora
The correct term is Passiflora.  It is the genus of creeping plants that have very showy flowers with many stamens and
bright colors, also have edible fruits.  These plants belong to the family Passifloraceae, of which there are about 360
known species and about 300 more in studies of taxonomy.  Among the most common plants in Colombia this genre will
name it only four: Ganadilla ( Passiflora ligularis ) , Matracuya ( Passiflora edulis ) , Curuba ( Passiflora antioquensis )
and Gulupa ( Passiflora pinnatistipula ).

pasifloras
They are plants which belong to the family Passifloraceae.  They are characterized by creeping plants and have very
showy flowers.

pasilla
It is a type of ordinary coffee and it is not export.  Coffee that is not excellent.  It has low smell (aroma) and flavor.  It is
also a type of chili that is black and wrinkled skin.  By extension, ordinary, low quality .

pasillo



In Colombia is a native piece of music of the Andean area, played with string instruments.  Colombian instrumental
music of the Andean zone.  It also means corridor, passage or corridor.

pasindhén
pasindhen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pesindhèn." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Pesindhèn.  It is the name given to a singer or vocalist of a Gamelan, also receives the names of Sindhen, Sinden or
Waranggono.

pasionales
You mean caused by passion.  Plural of passionate.  Which is the product of enthusiasm or fervor.  Emotional.  Effusive,
frantic, delirious, impetuous.

pasita
Diminutive of passes.  Liquor or sweet made with raisins, either plums or grapes.

pasito
In Colombia it can mean diminutive of passage, small step.  Also in Colombia he means in a low voice, with a voice
remains.  In Costa Rica it is synonymous with manger or nativity.  Set of figurines depicting the birth of Jesus (Donkey,
ox, sheep, shepherds, angels, Jesus, Mary and Joseph). 

paskha
It is the name of a festive cake of Eastern Orthodox countries.  It is similar to an Easter cake and is decorated with
religious symbols.  It is forbidden during Lent.  The Word as such to say Easter.  Hussien is also the name of a type of
cheese.  It has the shape of a truncated pyramid (missing the tip).

pasley
It is a surname of English origin.  Last name of English military.  Last name of a catcher in major league baseball.  called
JKevin Pasley.  Name of two U.S. towns located in Missouri and North Carolina, 

pasmanse
pasmanse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pasmar is" being its meaning:<br>Inflection of pasmar is.
Means to be astonished, stunned, surprised. Be stiff, rigid.

pasmarota
Pretend ingest surprise than you feel.  It is also to fake a disease or exaggerate its symptoms.  It can be synonymous
with ademan, winding, demonstration, gesture, gesticulation, visa, pasmarotada, deception.

pasmosa
It means amazing, prodigious, admirable, extraordinary, wonderful, wonderful.  Thing or attitude that causes amazement
or admiration.  It's surprising.

paso fino
Graceful and rhythmic movement of the horses.  One of the equine movements that is rated by judges at fairs shows. 
The other gradable steps are trot, trocha, and canter. 



pasojo
Pasojo is the same as that in Colombia we call construction.  It is manure from horses (in the form of large balls).

pasos
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Second surname of one of the best sports narrators to hit in Colombia,
called Pastor Londoño Pasos.  It also means stages, phases, periods, periods, lapses, stretches, stretches.  Strides. 
Plural passing .

pasón
In Colombia in a colloquial way, check or look something in a hurry and without paying much attention.  Read very fast
or between the lines.  Motear, pano.

pasquín
In general in Colombia is an anonymous pamphlet that is distributed to the public or is attached to poles and walls,
which are disparaged or accuses someone or an institution.  In Colombia we also tell pasquin to a sleazy tabloid, tabloid
and literary newspaper.  Newspaper gossip.

pasta
In Mexico it means money, hard cash.  Dough made with various ingredients and soft and/or creamy consistency. 
Usually the base ingredient is semolina and water.  Other additional ingredients are usually eggs, oil, salt.  Typical
Christmas sweet from Spain.  It is also an Italian surname.  Surname of a famous Italian soprano, called Giuditta Pasta
(XIX century).  Name of South Korean television series, Toothpaste.  Mixture of powders and grease.  

pastaflora
The correct term is pastafrola.  It is the name of a traditional artisan cake from Paraguay and Argentina.  The original
was a dough coated with quince candy, but there are currently many variants. 

pastafrola
It is the name of a traditional artisan cake from Paraguay and Argentina.  The original was a dough coated with quince
candy, but there are currently many variants. 

pastal
In Colombia it is a land where grass abounds.  Grassland, paddock, zacatal.

pastanaga
It is one of the ways of calling the carrot.  It is also called pastinaca, grid, acenoria, azanoria, bufanaga, carrota,
Charlotte, carruchera, carrot, pastana.  The scientific name is Daucus carota and belongs to the family Apiaceae.

pastar
It is the action of feeding livestock in a meadow.  Put cattle in the meadows or pastures, release in a pasture.  PACER,
browsing, herbajar, graze, grazing.

pastas
Typical Italian food.  Plural of pasta.  Pasta is basically candeal wheat flour and comes in several different presentations.



pastaza
The correct term is Pastaza.  It is the name of one of the 24 provinces in Ecuador is administratively divided.  It is the
least populated in the Mainland, and its capital is Puyo.

paste
It is an inflection of grazing, which means eating grass or grass.  Also in Costa Rica is a way of calling the scourer, a
natural fiber sponge that is obtained from a plant of the Cucurbitaceae family, scientific name Luffa aegyptiaca. 

pastel
In Colombia, it has several meanings.  In Colombia is told cake to the trap of students copying exams: papelillo, torch,
copialina, copy.  Cake we also say to the cake, biscuit or ponque.  Also cake to say matte, opaque, which is not brilliant. 
It is also a frying or mass, usually of cassava, carrying rice, beef or chicken and egg inside, another way of calling them
is bun.  Told a beef or chicken pie covered with puff pastry cake.  Pie.  Graphically represent percentages by a circle.

pastelear
In Colombia it means cheating students in exams, through chivas, blowtorches or cakes (little pieces of paper with
important data).  make cakes or decorate cakes.  As in Colombia, it is to concoct, plot, plot, machine (associate with
another to harm a third party). 

pasteleo
Pastry action or effect.  It means cheating or copying in exams, bad students, decorating cakes or cakes, or also
concocting, scheming, plotting something with another against someone.  Plot . 

pastenaca
It is the name of an Argentine song (tango), performed by Francisco Canaro and Charlo.  The word as such means in
stupid, silly, silly, idiotic, asshole language. 

pasterma
It is a kind of dry ham.  It is a meat beef, goat or preserved lamb and strong flavored.  Meat dried and pressed, smoked
meat.  Pastirma is also true.  It is part of the Greek and Turkish cuisine mainly.

pastiche
In Painting, it is the action of modifying some type of work or combining it with original characteristic elements to give it a
new and independent appearance.  It is a term of French origin (Gallicism). 

pastiches
Plural of pastiche .  In Painting it is the action of modifying or altering a work giving it the appearance of being new and
independent.  It is combining original characteristic aspects of a work with new ones, giving it the appearance of
originality. 

pasticho
It is the name of a Mediterranean dish similar to lasagna or lasagna.  Baked pasta. 

pastilla
Diminutive of pasta .  In Colombia it means jelly, medicine paste, tablet.  Medicine in the form of lentil .  It is also the



name given to the asbestos bar or similar material that acts on the brake discs of cars. 

pastizales
Plural of grassland .  They are lands where pastures abound.  In Colombia we also say pastures.  Areas of vegetation of
low porte . 

pastizo
A way of calling a place that was tidy and clean and that was transformed into dirty and messy.  Chaotic.  It is also a
type of empanada or cake, usually vegetables and tuna.  They are typical in the Valencian Community at the time of
Easter.  Pastis, cake. 

pasto
Plant that belongs to grasses.  Meadow, grass .  Cattle food, fodder.  Name of a Colombian city that is the capital of the
Department of Nariño.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, voluntary advantage that is given to adversary that is considered
less strong.  Grass, feed, pasture, grass, meadow, grassland, meadow. 

pastor
Person who takes care of the livestock, especially of herds.  A person who directs the Christian rites.  Matt in chess, with
the least number of moves.  Name of biblical origin male and means that cared for his flock.  Cabrero, Sheperd, cowboy,
zagal, prelate, clergyman, Minister, priest, priest, guide.

pastor leonés
It is a breed of sheepdog of Spanish origin.  They are also called carea, carea leonés or dog of Aqueda.

pastorcillo
Diminutive of shepherd .  Little Shepherd .  Little Shepherd .  A name given to one of the essential figures of a manger or
nativity scene.  Name of a popular Christmas carol. 

pastorejo
It means outer and bulging part of the cervix or neck.  Never, nose.  Hit on the back of the head.  Cebu cattle nose.

pastorela
Type of Provencal poetic composition on the life of shepherds and their romances.  Simple and cheerful typical song
performed by shepherds.  Simple song and aalegre.

pastrami
It is the name of a red meat prepared in brine.  He smoked and he can prepare steamed.  In Argentina it is called
pastron.  The Word as such comes from the Romanian pastra, that means keep, keep.

pastrana
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of two former Colombian presidents (Misaél and Andrés).  Name of a
Spanish municipality .  Guadalajara Province.

pastrón



It's another way to call pastrami.  It is a meat preparation, especially beef by using brine.

pastrullo
pastrullo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pasuyu." being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
pasuyu or pasuyuy.  Words in quechua language meaning are which has been widowed.  Pasuy, widower.  That has
become a widower.

pastrulo
In Peru it means addict, drug addict, degenerate.  In Argentina it means dumb, dumb, stupid, stupid.

pastuña
It is a surname of indigenous origin.  It is found in southern Colombia and Ecuador.  Relative to the grass language, a
local variant of Quechua in that region.  It may refer to the language spoken by them or to the people themselves. 

pasturar
It means feeding livestock.  Keep the cattle with good food, with good pasture.  Pasture. 

pasturri
In Chile residual coca base paste.  Residues from the manufacture of coca paste.  "Coca" of poor quality.

pat
It is an English word meaning caress, pat.  Football is an extra point or extra point that you get when kicking the ball
from the floor, after scoring a Touchdown (both, landing), as long as the kicker inserts the ball between the sticks ( field
goal).  It is also a computer acronym for Port Address Translation.  It is also the acronym for a TV channel in Bolivia
(short for Associate Journalists of Television).

pata
It means leg, foot.  Lower extremity .  Each of the supports of a table, chair or sofa.  Each of the supports of a piece of
furniture.  Lower part of something, especially a mountain or a building.  Female duck . 

pata de lana
A person walking on the tips of the toes to not be detected.  Person walking very soft and delicate.  It is also a person
who not stomp or weak pace.  Slinky lover extension, petty thief and spy.

pata en el suelo
In Colombia it is used more leg to the ground.  It means peasant or very humble person, the common person.  Poor,
poor.  Colloquially in the Llanos examining is poor, peasant, Creole, humble, patirrajao, barefoot.  It is also a form of
mean prudent, realistic, sensible, cautious, measured, sane, serious, judicious.

patabá
It is another common name that receives a palm tree, also known as Majo (in Bolivia), La Palma de Seje, Milpesos,
Unamo, Ungurahua oil.  Its scientific name is Jessenia polycarpa (U Oenocarpus Batawa) and belongs to the Arecaceae
family.  An edible and medicinal oil is extracted from it.



patache
It is a way of calling a cabotage ship in the North of Spain.   Cabotage sailing vessel. 

patacones
Plural of patacon .  In Colombia they are banana slices that are crushed and fried ( Patacón pisao).  They are usually
crispand and saladitos.  It is a companion of many typical dishes and can be considered a separate dish according to its
size and additives.

patacón
Colombia is a slice of green bananas, crushed and that is refrita.  It serves as accompaniment in many dishes or as
input or snacks.  Crushed and fried plantains.

patada
kick.  Hit hit with the foot, hit hit with the paw.  kick.  It can also be a set or a litter of ducks. 

patadazo
It means kicking, kicking, kicking.  Strong hit given with the foot.

patadón
Increased kicking.  Strong hit hit given with the foot.  Hit hit with a leg (caused by an animal).  Coz.

patagona
It can mean native to Patagonia.  It is also the name of a spoken language in southern Argentina, in Patagonia.  It is also
called Tehuelche.  It is also the name of the people who speak this language.  It is also commonly called Aonikenk,
Patagonés or Thuelche. 

patagonia
It is the northernmost region of Argentina, Chile and South America.  Extreme South of America.  In Colombia Patagonia
means very far, very distant, far away.  .

patagorría
It is a dish that is prepared in the North of Mexico, with entrails of kid, blood, egg and seasonings.  It is very typical of
Afro-Mexicans or afrosimolas.  It is very similar to something in Colombia and especially in Santander we call Fricassee.

pataleta
In Colombia means tantrum, foolishness.  It can also mean fainting, fading, momentary and unexpected disease,
paratus.  Action, by which a child tries to convince and manipulate his parents. 

patamar
It is a type of vessel used in India, especially on the coasts of Malabar and in Ceylon (Sry Lanka).  Its origin is Arabic,
from the Dhow or Dau, which is a medium boat of a triangular sail (it has a single mast).  In Portuguese it is a word
meaning plateau, rest, level. 

patana



Female jerk.  Rough, ordinary, rude, vulgar,, rustic woman.  In Dominican is the name given to an elongated body truck.

pataqueta
In Valencia it is a type of muffin in the form of 8 filling, which is consumed as a sandwich.  Light lunch of the workers. 

patarato
It means embarrassing or ridiculous fact.  Shame, adefesio, ridiculous, paper, risible, quirky, extravagant, flashy.

patardo
The correct term is firecracker.  It means that it produces noise, DIN, which is loud, thunderous.  Pyrotechnic element
that aims to make noise.  Thunder, taco, volador, explosive.  Propaganda system used by illegal forces to take notice
and promote fear in the community.  Form of terrorism.  Colombia also we say firecracker at a soccer player that is
purchased with many illusions and disappoints everybody.  Fraud, deceit, fraud.

pataria
It is the name of a movement opposed to the Archdiossesis of Milan, which arose before the appointment of a nobleman
named Guido de Velatte, as bishop.  It is also called the Patarino Movement.  They opposed the supremacy of the
nobles over Papal spirituality (simony).  This occurred between 1056 and 1057, in the time of Emperor Henry III of
Germany and Pope Stephen IX.  One of its consequences was the Gregorian Reformation.

patarino
Name of a popular congregation that opposed the appointment of Guy de Velatte as bishop of Milan, in the time of
Henry III (1045).  It was also called Pataria.  Person who belonged to the Pataria. 

patarinos
Community made up of marginalized minorities (poor and vagrants) in Paris and elsewhere in France.  They were also
called sistrons, lepers, gaphos, mesilleros, chistrones.  Many were treated at the Pitie-Salpetriere clinic.

patarra
The most suitable term is Patarrá .  it is the name of a town in the Province of San José in Costa Rica.  It is the name of
a liana or bejuco (it comes from the indigenous word putarra).

pataruco
In the LLanos of Colombia and Venezuela is a rooster that is not suitable for fighting, ordinary rooster, which is not of
breed, which is not fine. 

patas de gallo
Wrinkles that come out next to the eyes with age.  Triad of wrinkles that come out in the eyes.

patasola&#40;colombia&#41;
The patasola is a mythological being of the Colombian folklore represented by a woman's mouth and very large teeth,
long, tangled hair and protruding eyes.  It eats human flesh and suck the blood of their victims.

patata dulce



It is one of the common names that receives the sweet potato, potatoes, moniatos, sweet potato or sweet potato.  Its
scientific name is Ipomoea yams and belongs to the Convolvulaceae family.

patatin
It is more indicated patatín .  It means trickery, apology, misrepresentation, sophistry.  The expression "patatín , patatá" ,
refers to "que si , que no" , ambivalence .  that is not defined , that doubts . 

patatús
In Colombia it means swoon, fading, fit, the drowsiness effect.  Fainting, weakness, faintness, dizziness,
discouragement.

patauá
It is one of the common names that indigenous people give in Colombia to a kind of palm tree.  It is also known as seje,
palm seje , patagu'a , ungurahua , ungurahua , milpesos , majo , patabá .  one.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus
bataua var .  bataua, and belongs to the arecaceae family.  It has gastronomic and medicinal uses.

pataza
It is an augmentative of leg.  In Ecuador and Peru, is used to designate an inseparable companion, friend, companion of
adventures and pranks, similar to that in Colombia we call key, parce, brother, corduroy, carnal, cacha.

patazo
Augmentative of duck.  Colombia uses duck in two meanings.  Domestic fowl and person sticking to events or rides
without having been invited, bum, upstart, intruder, entremetido, cast.

patán
In Colombia it means vulgar, rude, indecent, uneducated, suffice.  It also means villager, villager, rustic.

pateador
Person or animal that kicks a lot.  Horse that gives coces.  In various sports, such as football, rugby and football, he is
the player specialized in kicking or sending the ball quite far with the foot or charging free kicks.  Kicker, collector.

patear
In Colombia shoot, give kicks a ball.  Also walking, patonear, cast quimba, lend a paw.

pateca
In Chile, pateco or pateca means short legs, in Colombia also say paturro or patiano.

patela
It is another way of calling the kneecap, knee bone or chocozuela. 

patena
In the Catholic Church is a sacred dish, usually of gold or silver, in which the hosts are placed.



patente
You can have several meanings.  It is the exclusive right of an inventor on a product and its marketing.  In Colombia also
used as authorization, permit, registration, certificate, or license (official document, patent of operation).  It is also used
as an adjective meaning clear, clear, visible, obvious, notorious, palpable.

paterna
It means related to the parent or parents.

paterno
It means relative to the father, or to the father.  Of the father , of the father . 

pateta
It can mean crooked or deformed legs.  It's also another way to call the demon, devil, or paws. 

patialegre
In Colombia it has two common meanings.  One refers to a person who is very restless and partying, who "does not
miss even the run of a cot", who is willing to have fun at all times.  Alebresed, troubled.  She's also a prostitute woman. 

patiana
In Colombia it means short legs.  In Colombia it is a breed of horses and cattle of little elevation.  Also in our country, it
means relative to the region of Patía, which remains in the river valley of that name between the Departments of Cauca
and Nariño. 

patiano
It's a class of low-elevation cattle.  Cattle dying.  Short-legged cattle.  In Colombia it also means related to the Patía (it is
the name of a river and an adjacent region, in the Department of Cauca, Colombia.

patilimpio
In Colombia patilimpio is a person who does not use footwear, who walks barefoot, clean walk.  It is a derogatory way of
referring to an Indian.   Leg clean mean walking, go on foot.

patilla
In Colombia it has two meanings.  One is hair, part of the beard or villi that grows ahead of the ears.  The other is the
name of a cucurbit plant and its fruits which are also known as watermelon, Sindría, aguamelón or water melon.  Its
scientific name is Citrullus lanatus (belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family).

patin
The correct term is skateboard, with tilde.  Diminutive of Pata.  Implement that allows to skate or slide.  Adjustable
platform on the foot that allows to glide on the ground.  You can have wheels or knives.  In some cases it is only a very
smooth surface.  Slider.

patina
It's a skating inflection.  It means slipping or sliding on a smooth surface.  It's also riding on skids.  In Colombia in a
colloquial way skating is to be a messenger, carry documents from one office to another with the aim of expediting a
process.



patinador
Person who practises the sport of skating.  That rides on skids.  It means it slides or slides on a smooth surface.  In
Colombia in a colloquial way is to be a messenger, carry documents from one office to another with the aim of
expediting a process.

patinadora
A woman who practices the sport of skating.  Lady riding on skates.  In Colombia, skater is said to the person who is
dedicated to transforming documents from an office to another to speed up procedures within an enterprise.  It also
makes them externally, with important documents of your company.  Messenger, insurance.

patinadores
In Colombia it is the colloquial way of calling the couriers of the offices.  Brokers.  Athletes who are engaged in the sport
of skating.

patinar el coco
In Colombia it means madness, it is a colloquial locution, to which we have as a synonym to dechave or run the
shampoo.  It's doing things that aren't ropes or normal.

patinódromo
Skating rink.  Strip smooth terrain and generally oval shape which allows you to scroll on skates.  Court for skating
competitions.

patio
Open and indoor space.   Interior area without buildings or roof.  Free space .

patiquín
City person.  Person who keeps an eye on fashion and its changes.  It was also the stage name of a Puerto Rican
bolero and salsa singer, also known as Paquitín Soto.  His full name was Francisco Soto.  His grandparents were
Spanish. 

patirro
It is a common surname in Chile's Mapuche. Derogatory way of referring to a priest.

patirrojo
It is the vernacular name of a very common European lat.  Its scientific name is Erithacus rubecula and it belongs to the
family Muscicapidae.  It is also often called Motacilla.  It has a very melodious song or is insectivorous. 

patía
In Colombia it is the name of a very important river that flows into the Pacific Ocean.

pato
In Colombia is synonymous with brewing, person who comes to a meeting without being invited.  Also means guilt (take
the duck).  A person who travels as a passenger on a motorbike, barbecue.  Person's foot flat walking with open toes. 
Domestic fowl swimming in lakes or ponds, its scientific name is Anas spp..  Many species are and belong to the family
Anatidae.  Duck is the name of an equestrian sport originating in Argentina.  Duck is the name of several players from



different countries, like Pastoriza (Argentina), Alexander Pato (Brazil), or musicians, artists and singers (Benton duck,
duck pepper).  It is the name of a town in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  It is a Spanish surname and that also exists in
Portugal.

pato aguja
It is one of the common names of a water bird.  It is also known as snakebird or marbella.  It has a fairly long and thin
neck.  It lives in tropical areas, especially in marshes and mangroves.  It belongs to the genus Anhinga and the family
Anhingidae .

patoco
In Colombia is a way of calling a small but very poisonous snake.  Its scientific name is Porthidium lansbergii and
belongs to the Viperidae family.  This snake attacks especially in evenings and especially in the hands of those who
carry lighted lanterns (maintains among the leaf litter and in the branches of bushes).  It is also called tamaga, nose pig,
pyuta, tamaga, toboba, toboba, chinga, bourgaena Viper, chelonodon, butterflyfish.

patofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of suffering from any disease.  Fear of getting sick. 

patografías
Plural of pathography.  In medicine it is the way of describing a disease. It comes from ducks (evil, disease) and graph
(description).

patojo
It means young, adolescent boy in Colombia.  Also mean Parrot, Parrot, Parrot, Parrot (bird).  It is also a person who
walks by limping or limp, like a duck.  It is also a colloquial way of calling someone born, resident or related to Popayán,
Department of Cauca.  Popayan.

patojos
In Colombia we are affectionate as we call the born or residents of the city of Popayán, in the Department of Cauca. 
Payaneses.

patolli
It is a game similar to the yesh or turmequé practiced by the ancient Amerindian aborigines. 

patología
It is the branch of medicine that is responsible for the study of diseases.  Physical or metal disease affecting the patient. 
Condition, disease. 

patos
In Colombia colloquially, sneaking in, people who enter an event without paying for tickets or who arrive at a party
without being invited. 

patota
According to Jorge Luis.  Gang is a very Colombian term to mean a very large group of family members who walk in
group.  This is because that was traditional in Colombia and especially in Antioquia and Caldas very large families.  The



word comes from how the leg, female duck, when walking, is always at the forefront of all calves that can reach 15 and
always carries them in group.  Herd consisting of leg and its stiff.

patoterismo
It's the habit of walking in groups, herds or gangs.  Group feeling, tendency to live in groups or gangs.  Tendency to form
duckies, to instill respect or frighten. 

patotero
Aggressive person.  provocative.  Also in Colombia means gangster, who is part of a duckling or a gang.  You like to live
integrated into groups. 

patógeno
It means that it produces or causes diseases.  It can refer to both plants and animals.  They are usually microbes or
microorganisms.  That generates evils or diseases.  It is also often referred to as a germ or pathogen.  It can be a
fungus or a bacterium. 

patra????a
The correct term is humbug.  Then lie, lie, fallacy, tangle, gossip, deception, infused, slander, trap.

patraña
Invention that has the object of deceiving or harming .  A short story invented and of a novel character.  It means
deception, lie, embean, infuse, falsehood, slander.

patras
It is the name of the third city in size of Greece and is the most important economic and political centre of Greece.

patriarca
Man of experience and wisdom.  It means head, head, guide, wise, Bishop.

patriarcas
Plural of patriarch .  It means older man of great experience and wisdom.  It means chiefs, heads, guides, sages,
bishops. 

patrias
It means related to the homeland.  It refers to the land of our fathers, the land that gave us birth, family or clan.  Places
to which we have much affection or we have adopted.  Lares, countries, Nations, peoples, cots, origins, nationalities.

patricia
It is a woman's name.  You are familiarly told Paty or Tricia.  It is of Latin origin and means woman of noble descent.

patricidio
It means killing of parents or the father.  Homicide or heinous crime, in which a son kills his father or to his parents



patricio
It means father of the nation, national hero.  Aristocrat, noble, privileged, remarkably, personality, character,
distinguished.  Name of male of Latin origin and means of noble lineage.       .

patriotas
In Colombia it is the name of a professional football team of the First Division or Category.  It is headquartered in the city
of Tunja, in the Department of Boyacá.  Plural of patriot.  It means loyal, patriot, who fights for his homeland or his
nation.  Independent, procecer, nationalist.

patrocinante
It means sponsor, person who financially supports another or a noble cause.  Sponsor, sponsor, benefactor.  That it
pays for expenses from another.

patroclo
patroclus is incorrectly written and should be written as "Patroclo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Patroclo ( 41 own name;.  It was the name of one of the heroes of the Trojan war.  Son of Melecio.

patrol
It is a word from the English language, meaning patrol, watch, round, outpost. 

patrolizar
In engineering patrolizar is making formation of a surfacing using a motor grader.

patrono
Holy that is considered to protect a region.  Person or saint who protects, protects or defends.  Protector, defender. 
Holy church owner or guild of man.

patrón
It means boss, who has the command, command, the one who gives the orders.  Employer, contractor, master, host,
owner.  It can also mean mold, model, last, design, guide. 

patrulla
Patrol inflection.  It means hovering, watching, guarding, caring.  In Colombia vehicle in which the police or army makes
surveillance rounds (motorbike, car or van).  It can also mean group of soldiers, military or police.  Detachment, crew,
squadron, picket, platoon, squad.

patrullaje
Patrol action or effect.  Surveillance tour made by the authorities, especially the police or the army.  Inspection tour
made by the patrol. 

patted
It can mean webbed.  It can also be a pat inflection, which means caressing, touching, patting (patting)

patuá



It is one of the ways to call a type of Amazonpalm, It is also called palm seje, milpesos, unamo, ungurahua, patabá or
patauá.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua ( or Jessenia bataua ) and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  Patuá (in
French patois) is a linguistic variety, mostly asanistic, from the French language.  It is used in some parts of the
Caribbean and in rural areas.  Lexicons tend to be local and different.  It is widely used to try to make yourself
understood, accompany you with hand signals or gestures.

patuco
It means mitten, skate, woven piece of wool that covers the feet.  It can be for babies or for adults. 

patucos
In Colombia they are also known as skates or escarpines.  They are shoe shoes or baby woven shoes.  They don't have
a sole.  They're usually wool.

patudas
It means prominent or long-legged.  Colloquially very long legs and beautiful women.  Zanconas.

patujú
Name given in Bolivia to the flower of Heliconia rostrata, which is one of the national flowers of that country.  It also
receives other common names: silver and heliconia. 

patullar
It means stepping hard.  Crush with your foot or heel.  Crush.  Also patoning, rambling, walking a lot and without a
definite purpose. 

patulleo
It is an activity that is performed in the process of tanning skins or leathers.  It consists of exposure to the action of
tannins and involves the flipping of the skins.

paulatina
It means gradual progressive, slow, paused. 

paulatino
It means that it occurs gradually, slowly, slowly, slowly but steadily.  Staggered, progressive. 

paulicianos
It was the name of a Christian community that appeared in Armenia and developed in the seventh century in the
Balkans and Anatolia.  They were precursors of the Bogomils and the Cathars.  . 

paulista
It means relative to Sao Paulo.  Originally from Sao Paulo (the State of Brazil).  Resident in Sao Paulo .  Swollen or
fanatical of the Sao Paulo football club of Brazil. It is also the complement or surname of several especially Brazilian
footballers, to differentiate them from another with the same name but from another region.  Gabriel Paulista, Brazilian
football player, whose real name is Gabriel Armando de Abreu.  Name of the football championship that is played in the
State of Sao Paulo.  It is clarified that the gentile used for those born in the city of Sao Paulo in Brazil, is Paulistano ( a). 



paulo
It is the variant in Italian of Paul.  It is a proper name of male.  Means the minor and is derived from Latin.  Paolo.

pauly
It is a familial form of calling Paul and Paulina ( or Pauline ).  Form of remoquete or nickname used with Paul
Montgomery, actor, comedian, director, writer, and American producer.

paupericidio
It means murder of poor people.  Death by Murder of Homeless People

pauperico
pauperico is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pauperrico or impoverished" being its meaning:<br>Combining
what says Pedro Crespo Refoyo ( I have a friend named Pedro Crespo curl ) I think who wrote the application, intended
to tell pauperrico or impoverished. This refers to a very poor population, or with too many economic hardships, almost
without sustenance.

pauperismo
He wants to decir extreme poverty.  A lot of poverty. 

pauperizar
It means impoverishing, leading to ruin, leaving poor, leading to inopia.  Ruin.

paupers
It is an English word meaning beggars, very poor persons.  Very poor people, beggars.

paupers
It is an English word which means beggars, beggars, poor, homeless, beggars, beggars.

paupérrimas
It means very poor, needy, needy.  Poor female and superlative plural.

paupérrimo
He's a poor superlative.  It means very poor, extremely poor.

pauro
You want to tell where the water flows.  Mana, spring, water birth, aljibe.

pauta
It can mean stripe or stroke .  Also notice , advertisement , commercial ( in radio slang ) . 

pautado
It means agreed, agreed, agreed.  It is an inflection to pautate, which means to agree, agree, to make a pact.  In
broadcasting or in media in general it is used to point out something that is done through the advertising mode with paid



propaganda.

pautar
Establish contractual conditions for issuing a notice or propaganda.  Agree , contract , agree .  Set rules or determine
how to execute an action. 

pauto
In Colombia it is the name of a river of the Department of Casanare.

pava
Pava-Colombia is a name given to a hat woman who has wide-brimmed and serves to protect themselves from the Sun.
 It is also one of the common names that receive galliforme family (Cracidae) birds and which belong to the genera
Penelope, Guan, Aburria, Chamaepetes and Penelopina.  They are native from South America.  Colloquially and
between smoking cigarette butt.  Chachalaca, curassow.

pava aburria
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a species of bird in the family Cracidae.  It is also known as blue bill pava
(or piquiazul ), black pava, gualí or guayón .  His scientific name is Boredom.  The name is the onomatopoeia of his
singing and was imposed by several indigenous communities.  It is typical of the humid forests of the Andes.

pava grande
In Colombia it can mean three things: a hat for ladies wide-brimmed, a mountain bird also called peacock or can be a
type of pot with lid, usually made of steel or aluminum to make tea or heat water.

pavada
It can be a herd of turkeys.  Set of turkeys .  It also means nonsense, foolishness, stupidity, foolishness. 

pavesa
Incandescent particle that jumps from the flame.  Chiribita, fogonazo , spark, centella, ash, favila.  Brasa that turns off
slowly.

pavesas
Plural of pavesa .  A pavesa is a light, small particle that is released from an inflamed matter, a burning or burned body
or from a coal and then turns into ash.  Initially when flying it carries some fire or light. 

pavezno
Uncommon way to call the turkey pups.  Pavipollo, pavito.

pavé
It is an accepted gallicism.  It means paving stone, block of stone or concrete rectangular shape that is used to make
roads, highways or roads.  In Brazil is a frost, made with shortbread tart.  Brazilian dessert type.

pavipollo
It's another way to call juvenile turkeys or turkey pups.



pavonearse
Displayed with the intention to offend or humiliate.  It means showing off, bragging, displayed, displayed, hold, bragging,
boast, boast,

pavor
You want to say with great fear, with much fear, panic, terronera, horror, AWE, horror.

pavón
Colombia is one of the common names of fish in fresh water, especially in the Eastern Plains.  We also say tucunare,
cyclide or sergeant, its scientific name is Cichla ocellaris and belongs to the family Cichlidae.

pawkar
It is the name of a bird, also known as backpacking.

pawkara
pawkara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paucara" as meaning:<br>Born or originating in the Peruvian
Paucara district is one of 8 districts in the Acobamba province, located in the Department of Huancavelica, under the
administration of the regional Government of Huancavelica, Peru

paxakua
It is a kind of fungus very gregarious (live in numerous groups) and that is edible.  Its scientific name is Lepista irina.   It
is also called fungus Brad.

paxnikak
It is the name of a sauce of Mexican origin, which is prepared with chiles, sesame seeds and macerated leaves of
avocado and alfalfa.  It is eaten with tacos or tortillas.

paya
In Colombia is a municipality in the Department of Boyaca, near Pisba and limits with is Department of Casanare.

payachis
In Mexico it is a way of calling an artist who play a clown and also a comedian who tells jokes.  Variety comedian. 

payada de contrapunto
In Chile and Argentina mean songs improvised with between two people (itinerant singers) and argument between
verses.  Confrontation between people by means of verses, contrapunteos or trovas almost always improvised.  Puya
between singers or Chilean payadores.

payador
In the folklore of the South American Southern Cone means person who makes verses or coplas, usually in an
impromptu way.  It is something similar to what in Colombia we call verseers, copleros or troubadours.

payanar
It means grind, crush, crush, grind, knead, soften, macerate.  It is a way to soften the corn to make multiple



preparations.

payandé
In Colombia, it is one of the common names of a tree and the name of a township of Ibague (Tolima).  The tree also
receives the names of Guamúchil, henhouse, Pinzán, Chiminango, Gina.  Its scientific name is Pithecellobium dulce and
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits are known as guamaras.

payandé guamúchil
Although it is true what John says about named geographic sites, both words are common names of a tree that is also
known as chiminango, pizan, chicken coop, cuamuchitl, gina.  Its scientific name is Sweet Pithecellobium and belongs to
the fabaceae family. 

payanejos
In Colombia it is the official gentile of people born in Popayán.  Resident in Popayán related to Popayán .  Familiarly we
call them ducks.

payaneses
He is the gentile of those born in the White City of Colombia (Popayán).  We affectionately call them ducks.  Natives or
residents of Popayán, Cauca Department, Colombia.

payanés
It means native of Popayán, Colombian city, capital of the Department of Cauca.  He is affectionately called a patojo. 
Relative to the Capital of the department of Cauca or to Popayán.  You can also use popayanejo or patojo. 

payara
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, it is the common name of a freshwater fish.  We also call it devil fish,
dienton or chambira.  It has a very developed denture, which makes it a very voracious and effective hunter.  Its
scientific name is Hydrolycus scomberoides and belongs to the family Cynodontidae (meaning dog teeth).  It is found in
the orinoco and Amazon river basins.

payasear
It means making the likes of a clown.  Execute jokes or taunts in the spirit of making you laugh.  Give shows of healthy
humor. 

payoc
A pokemon is legendary ice-type.

payolero
It may refer to the collector or payer.  It is a form of bribery that exists in the radio and musical medium, through which
with payment of coimas is made disclosure of new products of an artist or composer. 

payula
In Mayan language means, reprimand sanction, punishment. Used in Guatemala and El Salvador to designate a sickly,
emaciated person. In Colombia we say Jipato.



payulo
It means jipato, pale, yellowish.  You have whitish or lighter skin than normal. 

paz
It means tranquility, calm.  Absence of conflict or war.  Concord, harmony, friendship, serenity.  It is also a woman's
name.  Reconciliation. 

pazguato
It means bobo, dumb, slow, slow, stupid, idiotic, BlockHead.

pádle
In Slovenian padle means fallen and in English paddle means paddle.  It is a game, tennis variant, that is played on a
smaller court than the traditional and with a lower net.  On the court there are no typical doubles alleys, but the most
important thing is that it is played with a solid racket, similar to those of table tennis or ping pong.  In Spanish you can
use the term padel .

págueme
Inflection of pay.  Form of payment direct and imperative.

pájara
In Colombia it is a way of calling the fainting of an athlete for having made an excessive effort.  Pale, fainting, fainting,
fainting, light sickness, dizziness, vertigo, collapse. 

pájaro
Bird is a surname in the Colombian Atlantic coast.  Bird belonging to the order Passeriformes.  Usually small birds that
fly and are singing. In Colombia says bird to a bandit to a malechor.  Also told bird to the male member and the female
clitoris.

pájaro vaquero
It is one of the common names of a bird very common in South America and the Caribbean.  It is also called blackbird,
common blackbird, thrush, Queen Josmary, gamusino, parasitic chamon, morajú, common thrush, Chupin and
azulãovaquer, blackened and mulatto thrush, cowboy bird, cowboy bird and blackbird cowboy.  Its scientific name is
Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It is a very gregarious bird (it lives in herds or flocks).  It is
one of the best known specimens of laying parasite, because they do not make nests but deposit eggs in nests of other
species.  

pálida
Colorless, beige, pale, that it has lost colors, the Colombia also means fainting.  It is a slang way of saying that he
fainted or that he lost consciousness.  also colloquially yellow card, admonishment.

pálido
In Colombia you mean colorless, yellow, died.  Livid.

pálpito
It means feeling in Colombia.  Have suspicions, presage, suspect, predict, glimpse.



pámpanos
Plural of pampas .  It means soft and green shoots of the vine plant.  Buds, tender leaves of the vine.  buds, children.

pánfilo
It means naive, Candide, innocent, bobo, bobalicón.  It also means giving, good-natured, kindly.  It is also a name of
male, of Greek origin and means "friend of all".  Pamphilus also in ancient Greece was son of Egimio King of the
Dorians.  Also Pamphilus was a Greek painter.  Both belonged to the tribe of Sicyon (or Sikion).

pápago
It is the name of an indigenous Mexican tribe settled in the Sonoran Desert.  Language spoken by this same people. 

pápiro
Common name given to a plant of the family Ciperaceae (genus Cyperus).  In the ancient Egyptian language it means
flower of the king.  Written document of ancient Egypt.  Fiber of vegetable origin that is usually used since ancient times
to make papers for writings, mats, ropes, baskets and even boats. 

párison
Parisian is also used.  Hollow plastic tube from which a bottle or other hollow object is blown away. 

párpado
is the name of the fold of skin that covers the eye.  Muscle covering the eye. 

párvulo
It means little boy.  Very young school.  Infant, child who studies in preschool.

pátina
Oxide of a metal.  It means rust, rust, oxidation, rust, patina, Cardenillo.

páuper
It is a Latin prefix that means poor, very poor, without resources.

pávido
It means fearful, fearful.  It also means shy, you feel dread, shy.

pã©treo
PA © treo is incorrectly written, and should be written as Petreo being its meaning:<br>The correct term is stony, means
hard as stone.  They are synonyms: stony, peñascoso, Rocky, hard, stubborn, inflexible, granite, tough, rigid.

pdg
PDG is incorrectly written and should be written as "PDG is an acronym for" being its meaning:<br>The program of 40
Directorate-General; PDG ) provides innovative perspectives on the complex business challenges that, as CEO, you
face every day. At the end of the program you've strengthened your ability to manage your company's performance,
achieve excellence both in the strategy and in the implementation of the change, and provide criteria, commitment and a
shared vision that will take your business to new levels of success.



pdvsa
It is the acronym for the Venezuelan oil company, "Petróleos de Venezuela Sociedad Anónima".

pea
In Colombia it means drunkenness, drunkenness, drunkenness.  Juma, raw, jinchera.  A condition caused by excessive
liquor consumption. 

peak
It is a word of the English language meaning peak, summit, mountain, elevation, tip, crest, summit. 

peana
It means pedestal, platform, base that is placed to put on top a bust, sculpture or image.  Base of the window or
windowsill .  It can also be called base or comb.  Cut branch of the olive tree.  Ramón. 

peaña
It means pedestal, platform, base that is placed to put on top a bust, sculpture or image.  Step, step, podium.  Base of
the window or windowsill .  It can also be called base or stand.  Cut branch of the olive tree.  Ramón. 

peã³n
Sofia is incorrectly written, and should be written as a "Pawn." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is pawn.  It
means worker, peasant, worker.  Tab of the chess.

pebeta
In Argentina means girl, young lady.  It is also the name of a paste made with aromatic powders, in the form of a stick
and incinerated in a pebetero.  Ash, aromatic powder. 

pebete
Pasta made with aromatic powders that is used to incinerate and generate pleasant environments.  Incense.  Small tube
containing gunpowder to make fireworks.  In Argentina it means boy, boy, young, kid or kid.  Diminutive of pibe.  It also
means Vienna bread or small bread from Argentina and Uruguay, widely used to make sandwiches with ham and
cheese.

pebetero
It is the name given to a container with a small stove and perforations that is used to burn incense, incense burners,
perfumes and essences.  It can also be called a censer? or the timiaterio to which they are very similar. 

pebre
It is a kind of popular in Chile sauce.  It is chopped onions, tomatoes, cilantro, garlic and pepper.  In Colombia we say
peak of gallo and Bolivia llajua.

peca
It is the name given to a slightly dark spot that appears the skin because of sun exposure.  Inflection to sin, which means
erring, failing, violating a rule, or breaking a commandment.  Falling into sin, transgressing a rule, violating a mandate. 



pecajías
The correct term is Pekahiah ( it is a proper name ).  King who ruled Israel and enemy of Judah.

pecaríes
Peccaries are known in Colombia as Zainos, collared peccary, peccaries, car mount, rosillo chancho, chacharo or
peccary.  In Mexico say them taitetú, coyamel.  They are in America.  Its scientific name is Pecari tajacu and belong to
the family Tayassuidae.

pecas
It is an inflection of sin.  It means transgress, violate a rule or a religious precept.  Err, Miss.  They are also a few dark
spots on the skin.  Ephelides.

pecatamía
The most suitable term is "pecatta mi".  It is a Latin locution that means my defect, my sin, my fault.  It was used to
indicate suspicious increases in capital or of dubious provenance.  For this reason the grandmothers had the adage
"Sacristan that sells wax and has no wax, from where it pecatta mine, if it is not of the sacristy".  It is used as a synonym
for dubious, suspicious, rare.

pececito
It is a diminutive of fish, small fish, small fish, Minnow.  The name of a children's song.

peces
It is the plural of fish.  Animals vertebrates, aquatic and branchial respiration.  They have fins that allow them to move
into the aquatic environment and most have the body covered with scales.

pecesito
pecesito is incorrectly written and it should be written as goldfish.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is goldfish. 
Diminutive of fish.  small fish.  Fish boy, larva.

pechera
Strip of leather that surrounds the chest of the horse.  All matters relating to something that is used on the chest
(garment for example).

pechereque
It is a bad quality which is clandestinely manufactured in stills, using cane molasses. It is synonymous with chirrinche or
tapetusa. Money is in Mexico and Peru breasts or breasts. Chicken breast.

pechero
They were also called a villain or commoner in the old regime of Castile.  He was a person who in the Middle Ages was
obliged to pay taxes to the King or a Feudal Lord.  It can also be a fabric or leather that covers or protects the breasts of
infants, adults or animals.  In Colombia we use it more in feminine ( pechera ).

pecheros
Plural of breastplates.  It is a piece of cloth with moorings that is placed to babies, so that they do not dirty clothes when
eating.  Bib.  It is placed on the chest.



pecheto
Eye is also used.  It is a term used in Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina.  It is the name of a cut of meat with egg from
the hindquarter of the cattle.

pechiazul
Common name of an insectivorous bird.  It belongs to the muscicapidae family and its scientific name is Luscinia
svecica, which means "Swedish nightingale". 

pechiche
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic coast is caress, mimo, consent, affection, grimace, arrumaco, I delight.  It is
also one of the common names of a tree in Ecuador, also called Tarumã.  In Colombia we say Aceituno, its scientific
name is Vitex cymosa and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.

pechiches
It means affections, pampering, caresses.  Samples or gestures that reflect tenderness and affection.  It is a widely used
word on the Colombian Caribbean Coast. 

pechichón
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast is the person who receives caresses, pampering.  It is synonymous
with pampered, pampered, dear, spoiled.

pechita
The Peshitta is a version is the Bible of Syriac.  Pechita is one of the many names that have him in Mexico to carob,
carob, or mesquite tree.  Its scientific name is Prosopis juliflora in the Fabaceae family.  In Colombia we also say
mesquite or trupillo.  .

pecho
The chest is formed by the pectoral muscles.  Pectorals.  Trunk.

pechos
It is the plural of chest. Chest part. It refers to a part of the body, located in the front, below the neck and above the
stomach. Torso, bust, chest. Plural breasts means breasts, breasts, breasts, puchecas, add, lolas, udder.

pechosa
It means breasts, tits, breasts or big breasts.  Busty.

pechote
Increased chest.  Big and beautiful chest.  Colloquially, I, my person (this breast). 

pechuga
In Colombia is synonymous with chest, breast, chest.  Breast or keel of the birds.  More fleshy dam of a bird (chicken).

pechugas
Breast plural.  Chest or pectoral of birds , By extension breasts or breasts (especially referred to if shown part of them).



pechugón
In Colombia it means dim, scoundrel, gorrón, rescuor, pedigree.  Person who lives at the expense of others, who lives in
a cap or asks too much.  It is also a way of referring to a very foolish child or person.  Annoying, annoying, tired,
uncomfortable. 

pecina
It is the name given to organic matter in decomposition of the bottom of a lake or pond.  Mud, mud.

pecio
Name given to each piece, fragment or piece of the wrecks of a shipwreck.  Waste, pieces, fragments.  It was also a
kind of tax or fine charged for a shipwreck near a port. 

pecorino
It is the name of a variety of Italian cheese, which is made with sheep's milk.

pecosa
Person or woman who has many freckles.  In Colombia colloquially it is a way to call a football. 

pecoson
It's a loving way to refer to a person who has many freckles on his skin.  Freckles.

pectoral
Protective shell that is placed on the chest. Muscle from the trunk to the height of the nipples.

pecuario
Everything is related to livestock and its use.  Livestock.  Economic sector which complies for the handling of all types of
livestock, production of inputs, management of the herd and use or benefit from their products and by-products.

pecueca
Bad smell in the feet.  Fungal disease in the feet. 

pecueco
In Colombia it means bad, low quality, negligible, worthless.

pecul
It is also the name of a Guatemalan volcano located in the departments of Sololá and Quetzaltenango, Suchitepéquez,
is called Santo Tomás volcano.  Pecultepec.

peculado
It is the crime committed by an official by wasting money from the public treasury.  Embezzlement of public funds. 

peculiares
Plural of peculiar .  It has properties or characteristics that differentiate them from others.  It means distinctive,



characteristic, typical, singular, special, own.  Weird, different. 

pecuniariedad
It is the same as patrimonialidad. Refers to the quality of the inheritance or property that is received, is owned or has
been acquired. Properties, assets, finances, wealth, fortune, legality, succession, inheritance. Concerning currency or
money that you have.

pecunio
Expected to say their own money, currency.  It comes from the Latin word pecunia.  Not be confused with the term
expense, mean well inherited, that is received by inheritance from the father.  Inheritance, inheritance.  It comes from
the Latin word Peculium.

pedacción
It is the educational work with children. Education. Way to educate or train children.

pedaceria
A set of pieces that make up a whole. Puzzle.

pedacitos
Diminutive and plural of piece.  Small fractions.  Very small pieces. 

pedal
Relative to the foot.  Mechanism that is driven with the foot to move a wheel or bicycle.  Lever that is operated with the
foot.  In Music it is a long sound on which several chords are executed.

pedalazo
Impulse that is given with the foot to the pedal to make the bike ride. 

pedalero
It can be considered as a synonym for pedalist, cyclist.  That rides on a cycle, that pedals.  Relative to the pedal . 

pedalista
A person who uses pedals to move something.  Person or athlete to pedal, mounted on cycles (bicycle).  In Colombia:
Cyclist, runner, beetle, velocipedista, cyclist.

pedantisimo
pedantisimo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pedantisimo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
pedantisimo ( with tilde ).  It is a qualifying adjective, means pedantic to the end.  Superlative of pedant.  Petulant,
presumed, stretched, fatuous, vain, engolado.

pedantísimo
It is a qualifying adjective, means pedantic to the end.  Superlative of pedant.  Petulant, presumed, stretched, fatuous,
vain, engolado.



pedarquia
It means authority exercised by children.  Children's Government.

pedazo
In Colombia it means part, particle, fraction, chunk, fragment, piece.  For many it can be an augmentative of fart, very
sound flato.  In some countries it is taken as synonymous with giant, eye-catching, big, majestic, great, great.

pedazos
It is the plural of piece.  It means fraction, portion, piece, fragment, part, piece, unique.

pedernal
Flint.  It is the name given in geology to a type of very hard rock, which when fractured forms very sharp edges.  It is
made up mostly of silica and small amounts of water and alumina.  A variety of quartz that is compact and translucent at
the edges.  When it rubs against other rocks, it produces sparks.  Name of two towns in Argentina (one in the Province
of San Juan and the other in the Province of Entre Ríos). 

pedestacion
Pedestacion means to walk or be of foot, although the most appropriate i.e. standing as you walk or stand with both feet
not with only one ( Well unless you have one leg and have crutch, if it changes to have a prosthesis, it would equally be
bipedalism ).

pediatado
It means moored, maneado 40 feet; it means tied legs ) tied, tied down, immobilized.

pedigree
It is a word of the English language.  It means certificate of descent or genealogy.  It refers to the lineage and origin of a
purebred animal.  It may especially refer to dogs, cats, horses, and cattle.  Purity of the breed, origin and genealogy of
an animal to be judged at a fair. 

pedigri
The correct term is pedigree, with tilde.  It is an Anglicism originated from the word pedigree (also from the French pied
de grue).  It means document or certification that endorses the genealogy of quality and purity of breed of an animal
(dog, horse, cat, res).  Quality, lineage, ancestors and origin of an animal.  By extension : quality or lineage of something
or someone.  Abolengo, illustrious ancestry of a person.

pedigrí
It is a written document that certifies the genealogy or lineage, origin or origin of a purebred animal, be it a horse, res,
dog or cat.  Excellence or purity of breed of an animal.

pedigüeño
In Colombia it is the same as beggar, almsman or beggar.  Person living off public charity or begging.  That asks the
others.  Person who lives on alms.

pedigüeño cronico
The word chronic should always bear tilde.  Person who spends his time permanently asking for favors, loans or aids. 



Beggar, beggar.

pedilona
It is synonymous with gorrona, pedigueeña, vividora, parasitic, sablista.  Person who constantly lives asking for favors,
loans or gifts.  It is a term used in Venezuela.  Female pedilon.

pediluvio
It is a type of tray of chemical-resistant material that is used to disinfect feet or footwear. 

pedir cacao
In Colombia, it means ask for clemency, forgiveness.  Beg, plead.

pedo
It means flatus, flatulence and gas.  In Colombia in a colloquial manner: Brawl, rina, get, mess, disorder, chaos.

pedocal
It is a term that is deprecated in the classification of soils.  In geology is a kind of soils rich in calcium carbonate (lime),
hence its name Pedon or edafos means soil, ground, stratum, and lime is calcium.  It has very little organic layer, so the
horizon is very thin.

pedofobia
It is the phobia, fear, fear or aversion to children.

pedorra
A person suffering from flatulence, in colloquial language.

pedorro &#40;a&#41;
Suffering from gas or flatulence.  In Colombia dirty .  It is also used to denote contempt or contempt for someone. 

pedófilo
Perverted man, sexual abuser of children.  Man who practices pedophilia. 

pedracero
It is the name of a corregimiento of the municipality of Ariguaní, in the Department of Magdalena, in Colombia.  It can
mean place where stones or large rocks abound.  It can also mean natural of Pedraza, municipality of the Department of
Magdalena. 

pedrada
Hit given with a stone or pebble.  Pedradón, pebble. 

pedrea
It is a violent action consisting of a stone-by-stone confrontation between protesters and policemen. 



pedreas
In Colombia, clashes of the police with students in demonstrations, which uses stones and bricks as projectiles.

pedregal
Site where the Stones abound.  Piedrero or pedrero .  In Ibagué, it is the name of a neighborhood.  Land where deposits
of boulders abound. 

pedregosas
Places or terrains where rocks or stones proliferate.  Pebbles, rocky, stony, pedrisqueros.  Place where stones abound.

pedrera
It is the name of a municipality located in the province of Seville, autonomous community of Andalusia, Spain.  It is also
a municipality in the Venezuelan state of Táchira.  Municipality of Uruguay, Department of Rocha .  Name of a locality in
Colombia, not municipalized that is within the department of Amazonas .   Quarry, a place where stone is extracted. 

pedreros
Plural of pedrero.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It was a type of small canon, about 45 centimeters and
with a mouth of 3 and half or 4 centimeters.  Generally threw stones at a medium distance.  Slinger, soldier who in
ancient times used the honda or throwing stones.  The person who tills the stone.  It also means few, pedregal,
pedriscal.

pedrones
It means big rocks, huge stones.  Large stones.  Plural of pedrón . 

pedróloga
Person who knows the future by throwing some stones on the table.  Who knows about stones or petrology.  Who
knows the life of St. Peter.  Gemologist . 

pedrólogo
It is a type of soothsayer that predicts the future, by using stones or gems. 

pedrusco
In Colombia is a piece of rock or stone.  Hail, stone, Pebble, rock, singing.  Ouija board.

pedrusco
In Colombia is a piece of rock or stone.  Hail, stone, Pebble, rock, singing.  Ouija board.

pedugo
It is the name given to a sock for baby, woven in wool.  In Colombia we say Mitt.  It can also mean little boy, baby, baby.

peer
It is an English language word that means to look, see, look carefully, appear, observe.  In Spanish it is the action of
expelling the gases of the digestive tract.  Ventosear.



pega
In Colombia to say glue, rubber.  It is also used as synonym of joke, joke, banter, fun.

pegadito
In Colombia it means very united, it does not separate.  It remains next door, inseparable.  Diminutive of glue. 

peganum
It is a plant genus of the family Nitrariaceae.  They are known as ayahuascas or harmalas.  Antidepressant infusions can
be prepared with them and generate even more euphoria.  With a high consumption generate vomiting, guavas (or
hangovers) and diarrhea.  Plants of the genus Peganum are considered magical plants.

pegar
It means joining using a glue.  Join, join, join, fix.  It also means hitting, pounding.

pegarse al parche
In Colombia, it is the same as joining the combo, joining the group. It refers to decide joining recreation or leisure
activities which involved are a group of friends.

pegatina
Sheet of paper that has glue or adhesive on one of its faces.  It is usually an adhesive containing information or
propaganda.  In Colombia it is the nickname of a sports journalist of RCN (Radio Cadena Nacional), whose real name is
Adgar Montoya.  It is also called decal or sticker.  It sticks or sticks.  Sticky. 

pegollo
It means leg, foot, stand or base.  It's a word of Latin origin.  Name of the pillars where a hórreo or a troja rests.  They
can be made of stone or wood.

pegollu
It is the name of each of the pillars on which the bread baskets and granaries are supported, in Asturias.  Pegollo . 
Pegoyu .  Fat and strong leg.  Name of a famous and typical cider house in Santander, Spain. 

pegoste
Very persistent person to accompany another.  Chewing gum, sticky.

pegostrar
In Colombia, it is synonymous with smear, rub something thick, gelatinous.  Cover with rubber, tar or resin wood.  Form
a pegostre or glob.  Immunize the wood.  Anoint, grease, dirty, stained, enmugrar.

pegostre
In Colombia it is a glue emplasto.  Goop.  Also in Colombia in a colloquial way, useless person.  Apocalypte character,
pelele, simple, monigot.

pegote
In Colombia to say very thick, sticky, mazacote, mazacotudo, as a mass, such as PuTTY, such as pasta, mushy. 



Lumpy, grumoso.  It looks like concrete or mortar.

pegón
It's a type of Arabic script.  It is used in religious writings and poetry.  It is also widely used for writing in Javanese and
Sudanese.  In America it's a way to call a boxer who throws a lot of punches.  Puncher.  It hits a lot, it hits a lot of blows.
Also in my land is called pegon or sticks to the dry or toasted part of a food that is over-cooked, to the point of drying.  It
is used mostly with rice.

peguerinos
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Avila.  It belongs to the autonomous community of
Castile-Leon.

pehuajó
It is one of the names of a plant of the family Marantaceae.  It receives other common names: Peguajó, Huajó,
Platanillo, Caporuno.  Its scientific name is Thalia geniculata.

peinate
It is an inflection of combing and styling.  Then slide a comb through the hair in order to organize them.  Guachafita,
Rochelle, batahola, hubbub, riot, turmoil, indiscipline, crying, laxity, disinterest, idleness, neglect.

peinilla
In Colombia it is the same as comb.  Implement used to comb or straighten hair.  Also in Colombia is a kind of machete
a little thinner and shorter than the traditional.  Diminutive of comb .

peipus
YARV is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chudskoe ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is YARV ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a lake in Russia and borders with Estonia.  The battle of the ice was
developed in its vicinity.

peitho
Goddess of Ancient Greece who embodied seduction and persuasion.  She was worshipped by the powerful who asked
her to maintain great influence over her subjects.  Name of an Ocean.  Name of an asteroid . 

peito
In Greek Mythology, she was one of the Oceans.  She was the daughter of the Titan Ocean and the titan Tethys.  She
was the sister of Dione, Doris, Calypso and Metis.  Mother of Apis and Egialeo.  She was Argos' wife.

pejiguero
That brings difficulties, inconveniences or setbacks.  Annoying, tiresome, annoying.  Tired. 

pejivalle
pejivalle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tejivalle" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Tejivalle. It is a
company of tissues of the Valle del Cauca in Colombia. It is headquartered in Cali.



pela
In Colombia means sheath, spanking, physical punishment violated to foolish children. 

pelada
Colombia says bare a girl, to a youthful, adolescent, girl, Maid, junior bridesmaid, girl, guipa, guambita, chamita, chama,
girl, mozuela. In Colombia we say also peeled the bald, the part of the head that has no hair, baldness.

peladera
In Colombia, set of peels or peels (colloquially, children, infants, minors).

peladofobia
It is a colloquial way in Colombia to refer to the phobia of children (which here we also say guambitos, pelados or
chinos).  It could be considered as a synonym or Colombianism for pedophobia, misopedia or paidophobia.  In Mexico it
will be fear or phobia of bald people, pelados or pelones. 

peladuras
It means slag, scratches, superficial wounds on the skin.  Scrapes.

pelaez
Peláez is more suitable.  It is a surname of Spanish origin, specifically Asturian.  It is a patronymic surname of Pelayo
(Pelagio in Italian). 

pelafustan
The correct term is pelafustan, always with a tilde.  In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, street boy, street dweller boy. 
Lazy, lazy, gamin.  By extension, vulgar language person, profanity, rude. 

pelafustán
In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, street boy, homeless boy.  Lazy, lazy, gamín.  By extension, vulgar language,
foul, rude person.

pelagiana
Relating to Pelagius or Pelayo.  Type of doctrine considered heretical by many Catholics. 

pelagianismo
A movement or doctrine that denied original sin.  It is considered a heresy.  It was promoted by San Pelagio or San
Pelayo. 

pelagra
It is the name of a skin disease caused by inadequate intake of Niacin ( Vitamin B3).  It has several symptoms, such as
diarrhea, lack of appetite, stomach pain, delusions, weakness and especially desature dermatological ulcers, especially
on skin exposed to the sun. 

pelaito
In Colombia in a colloquial way child .  It can also mean allopathic, bald. 



pelaíto
It is a very colloquial form used in Colombia to say child, guipa, guambito, guagua, nene, kid, boy, kid, teenager,
chavalillo, chavito, stars, escuincle.

pelaítos
In Colombia, children and little ones, kids.

pelaje
Coat of hair covering animals.  Abundant and thick hair.  Hair, hair. 

pelambre
It means thick, hearty hair.  Fur. 

pelandruscas
pelandruscas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pelanduscas" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
pelanduscas, although pelandruscas is used. It refers to street prostitutes or ports, is a derogatory way to call them. The
origin of the word is that in ancient times the street prostitutes were punished for exercising this activity case to the hair.
Derogatory and colloquial way of calling the pelanduscas.

pelangoche
You mean rude, coarse, vulgar, foul.  It is also a taco that carries many ingredients (typical Mexican food).  He is also
told Pelangocha.  In Colombia Pelangoche, Pelangocha, Pelanga or Chingarria is the name of a street dish that has a
sweat or stew of pork and beef, potato and rice paste.

pelao
Colombia has several meanings.  The first is equivalent to young, boy, boy, Chinese, guipa, guche, bedbug.  Young
underage.  A second meaning is nude, no clothes, viringo, empeloto.  A third meaning is shellless or barkless.  Finally it
means corn piled and cooked.  Corn to which the cuticle has been removed.  Corn that is prepared to make arepas or
antioqueña mazamorra, which in other regions they call peto.

pelapelambrua
Mechuda, grenuda, with much liming. It refers to the person who has long hair, but neglected. With long hair, hairy.

pelar
In Colombia it is peeling, debarking, removing the shell or bark.  It also means undressing, undressing.  In Colombia in a
colloquial way shaving or shaving, also denigrating or discrediting .  In slang of ludopaths or players, take all resources
away from the opponent, leave him without money to bet.

pelargon
Pelargon, is a brand of milk powder for infants.  Augmentative pelargo or pelargos, which means stork, in ancient Greek.
 Relative of what looks like a stork.

pelargonio
In Colombia it is also the common name of a garden plant of beautiful and permanent flowers.  It is also known as
geranium, boyfriend or gitanilla.  It belongs to the family Geraniaceae and there are many species.  It is the



Spanishization of the term pelargonium, which means that it looks like a stork, in reference to the appearance of the
flowers. 

pelasgo
Name of a village of remote antiquity that settled in Greece and Italy.  It means that it comes from the sea.  Name of the
first man to inhabit Arcadia, son of Gaia.  Name of several characters from Greek Mythology.  Name of the King of Argos
who welcomed Dánao and his daughters.  He was also called Gelánor and was the son of Esténelas and grandson of
Crotopus. 

pelazo
Augmentative of hair.  Very long and abundant hair.   Shaggy hair.  The barley straw elongated mechanically to make it
more fibrous.  It is accomplished through the use of cylinders of stone.  Forage.

peldaño
Step, Tier, Ladder.  Each of the platforms on different levels form a staircase.  Each of the parameters set for an ascent
or progression.  Partial success, intermediate achievement. 

peldón
It is the name of a town in England in the County of Essex.

peleadera
Continuous fights, alegadera, permanent cantaleta.  Frequent fights between the same people. 

peleados
Plural fighting.  Inflection of fighting, which means quarling, arguing, displeasing or displeasing. 

pelearse
Enter disgust or fight.  Upset, ill.  Disagreeing, scuffling.

peleas
It is the plural of fight.  You want to tell rina, lio, Brawl, fight, Brawl, disputed, contest, contest, lid, disagreement.

pelele
In Colombia it means fool, fool, asshole, pusillanimous, person who allows himself to be manipulated by another very
easily.  Monigote, puppet, puppet, badulaque. 

pelendengues
It means testicles, gonads, tompiates.  Noble or intimate parts of a man or woman.

peleonero
It is a term used in the Colombian Atlantic Coast means aggressive, violent, provocative, brawling, bellicose, offensive,
fighter.  bully, belligerent.



pelet
It means ball or ball.  They are small portions of compressed or agglomerated material.  Parts of a concentrate to animal
feed.

peletero
Person who is dedicated to fur, that is, to the tanning of skins and their commercialization. 

peliagudo
That presents many difficulties to be carried out.  In Colombia it means difficult, complicated, hairy, horny, complex,
arduous, difficult, hard, impossible.

pelida
I think that it is asking for hairy or pale. In the first case it means with abundant hair. In the second it means that she is
livid, which lacks natural blush on the cheeks. In this case, in Colombia we also say jipato or jipata.

peligrado
That it has been subjected to any danger, at risk. Vulnerable, threatened, compromised.

peligros
Plural of danger.  It means situation which generates a risk, threat of occurring a misfortune or setback.  Risk, threat and
insecurity.

peligroso
It is an adjective denoting offering endangerment, which represents danger, which can cause damage.  Risky, exposed,
insecure, alarming, risky, threatening, fierce, fearsome, aggressive, uncontrollable, fearsome.

pelilarga
In Colombia it means long hair.  Long hair, mechilarga, mechuda.

pelioma
In medicine and Dermatology is a clear spot on the skin, also are considered blue (not black).  It is a type of cancer or
tumor of the skin.

pelionero
A person who likes to fight, bully.  Conflicting, Warrior, fighter, buscaruidos, pleitero.

peliosis
It is a term used in Medicine.  It is a benign pathology that occurs rarely and usually, but not exclusively, affects the liver.
 It is characterized by the presence of blood-filled lagoons.

película de terror
They are films whose theme produces fear, fright, panic viewers. They are usually about things paranormal,
supernatural, ghosts, monsters or zombies.



pelín
In Colombia it means a small amount of something.  Tris, pinch.  Little. 

pella
It can have several meanings.  It could be a ball of dough.  It can also be another way to call a diaper.  Pella is the same
as pellet or pellet.  It is a fraction or part of a conglomerate or concentrate.  It exists in wood, plastic and concentrated
foods.  Particle, grain, pill, paste, tablet. 

pellejo
Piece of skin that has separated from the body.  Name given to the superficial skin that covers a fruit or vegetable. 
Leather. 

pellet
You can also use pella or pélet .  It is the name given to small portions in which an agglomerate or tablet material is
divided or presented.  The term is equally valid for different types of materials.  Concentrate grain, pill, tablet. 

pellis
Brand of Cuban sweets. 

pellizones
Plural and increased pinch.  Plural of pellizón .  It was the name of a long old robe, lined in leather.  It was loose and
simple.  It was used in the late Middle Ages.  The word is of Latin origin (pellicia), and means elaborate leather, made
with skins.  Fur coat.  Pellicia, pinch, pelliza.

pellín
It is one of the common names that give a very large, also known as coyan, haulle, oak tree in Chile and argentina.  Its
scientific name is Nothofagus obliqua and belongs to the family Nothofagaceae.  Nickname to Pedro Rodríguez de
Gracia "Pellín Rodríguez", singer of El Gran Combo de Puerto Rico (the University of Salsa).  Pedrito.  Diminutive of
Pello.

pellon
The correct term is pellón, with tilde.  In Colombia is a fabric of wool placed between the Chair and the horse with the
intention of protecting it and not to hurt him.  Bichara.

pellón
It is an element of rectangular fabric, woven in cotton or wool.  It is of crude texture and is used under the saddles of the
rides.  Poncho, matras. 

pelmaso
The correct term is fat, with z.  It means clumsy, slow, heavy.  Also refers to a rather compact and grumoso.  Inlay, tight,
compacted, crushed.

pelmazo
In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, it means bobo, fool, pendejo, brute, beast, tardo.  Person of very little intelligence.
 It also means inopportune, annoying, annoying, tiresome, uncomfortable.  That hinders . 



pelmieni
It is a word of Tatar origin meaning ear or ear-shaped, it is a typical Russian, similar to Italian ravioli dish, they are
masses of ground beef, wrapped in flour and egg.  In Poland called it uszka.

pelo
Hair is a fiber of keratin that covers the scalp of humans or the skin of many animals.  Born in the dermis in the follicle or
root and extends away from the skin with its stem or fiber.  Pubescence, hair, thread, filament, bristle, coat, Wick, grenå.
 In Colombia to say a small amount, triviality, Bicocca, insignificance, pucho puchito, nothing, stupid.

pelona
In Mexico means hairless, bald, alopecia.  In colloquial way a skull or death.

pelosi
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of a U.S. businessman, owner of the American Football Team (Sacramento
Lions) and Financial Leasing Services.  His name is Paul Pelosi.  He is the husband of the Speaker of the United States
House named Nancy Pelosi, married, because his birth name was Nancy Patricia D'Alessandro. 

pelota
It is a way of calling areas of leather, rubber or any other material, used to play sports such as basketball, soccer,
volleyball, tennis, baseball or table tennis.  Ball, ball, ball.  In Colombia there is also a way of calling a testicle.  Similarly,
it is a poor-quality player.  Bad package.

pelotas
Name of a rubber or elastic spheres that serve to play football and other sports.  There are oval balls such as rugby and
football.  Ball, ball, spherical.  Vulgarly in Colombia testicles.  Name of a Brazilian city and its football team.  It is also the
name of a river in the same state.  It is in the state of Rio Grande Do Sul.  In Colombia, balls is the way to call unquality,
bad football players.  Packages.


